
Cat. No. Length Jaw Length Handle Color Weight
D228-8 8-1/16" (205 mm) 13/16" (21 mm) red .60

8 in. High-Leverage 
Diagonal-Cutting Pliers D2288
Klein specializes in the making of the world’s finest pliers…pliers that professionals trust completely. Klein pliers feel Klein specializes in the making of the world’s finest pliers…pliers that professionals trust completely. Klein pliers feel 
right and work right. They are job-matched for every kind of work you do; designed and built to exceptional quality right and work right. They are job-matched for every kind of work you do; designed and built to exceptional quality 
standards in a tradition that dates back to 1857.

• High-leverage design. Rivet is closer to the cutting edge High-leverage design. Rivet is closer to the cutting edge 
for 36% greater cutting power than other plier designs.

• Short jaws and beveled cutting edges permit close 
cutting of wire.

• Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble.

Induction-hardened cutting Induction-hardened cutting 
knives for long life.knives for long life.
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